
Leftick, Hilary

JM: Lamothe, Colleen
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 12:14 PM
To: Leftick, Hilary; Khaiati, Nadia
Subject: RE: what do you think of this summary?

Ah ok, so as I understand it PSPC is looking to provide us with more information on this today. We may want to adjust
based on what they provide.

Just a quick Q to you both regarding the reply Boyan sent us yesterday, he asked me for an example of T&Cs, do you
have something we can share? The reason I keep asking him for it is because I've only seen a few bullets and a few
emails on the scope and mandate and need something more official.

Just on timing on my end, Nadia knows this but just flagging to you as well that I've got two offices presenting items at
committee today so I've been wrapped up in that the last 72h. I'm going to dig into this (hopefully) this evening once I
receive the additional info from PSPC. Then was going to connect with Nadia who is patiently waiting on me to wrap up
this insane weekend of TC and PSPC fun. Hope that's ok!

From: Leftick, Hilary <Hilaryleftick@pmo-cpm.gc.ca>
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 12:06 PM
To: Lamothe, Colleen <Colleen.Lamothe@pmo-cpm.gc.ca>; Khaiati, Nadia <Nadia.Khalati@pmo-cpm.gc.ca>
Subject: RE: what do you think of this summary?

rould like to brief up to sr staff on some of the panels were working on.

From: Lamothe, Colleen <Colleenlamothe@pmo-cpm.gc.ca>
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 12:00 PM
To: Leftick, Hilary <Hilaryleftick@pmo-cpm.gc.ca>; Khaiati, Nadia <Nadia.Khaiati@pmo-cpm.gc.ca>
Subject: RE: what do you think of this summary?

Looks accurate, what is this for?

From: Leftick, Hilary <Hilarv.Leftick@pmo-cpm.gc.ca>
Sent: Tuesday, April 14, 2020 11:28 AM
To: Khaiati, Nadia <Nadia.Khaiati@pmo-cpm.gc.ca>; Lamothe, Colleen <Colleenlamothe@pmo-cpm.gc.ca>
Subject: what do you think of this summary?

MIN ANAND
Minister Anand is looking to strike a Covid-19 Supply council. The point here is two-fold: mobilizing these
individuals/organizations' networks to give us advice on how to do supply chain better (and help where possible) and
troubleshoot areas of concern we continue to have; but also to help connect these groups and sectors as we aim to
respond more to non-governmental needs. This one is a little farther out. We and policy (colleen) have some qs.
Namely — part of what this panel will do is look to get to PPE to non-health care workers and want more info on how
that will be framed. Current make up is mostly heads of industry associations with a members whom represent direct
industry representation. We wonder how they will manage the competitors of those CEOs chosen whom may feel left

t. Were unclear on how this panel will evolve if there are multiple surges in the pandemic Right now they are
..argeting to ask 20 people which is a big group to manage. In fairness they know some will fall off but they all may say
yes, the bigger the group the more groups that aren't included feel left out so that is an issue as well. As this is a new
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group we would like to terms and conditions as were still a little unclear as to how this group will function. Next steps —
get clarity on the mandate and how this council will be managed, need the DD and caucus consults and then we can

-esent a more fulsome summary/recommendation.
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